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' Friday, November 11,1966

NEW M:EXICO LOBO

I

f'
Ripping Texas Western's de- (>5-0, In addition, they still lead passing defense with an average
fenses for 701 yards in a 53 to the conference in rushing with of 143.9 yards, ()nly 5.8 yards
33 romp last weekend, Brigham 169.3 yards per· game and are behind Wyoming.
young took a firm hold on total second in total offense with a
The battle for total offense
offense statistics in the Western average of 335.9 yards'.
honors in the Western Athletic
Athletic Conference. ·
Arizona Leads in Air
Conference took a new turn SatThe Cougars boosted their ,, Arizona pas~ed ;for 301 yards urday when Brigham Young's
total net gains to 388.4 Yards per while losing to Oregon State 'Virgil Carter, snatched. the lead
game and their .passing to· 230.3 12-31, and remained on top iri from Arizona's 'Mark Reed.
yards per game.·
. · aerial gaim~ with an aver11ge of · ·· Carter amassed a whopping
In a similar manner th~ Wyo- 252.4 'yards per game.
599 yards in the Cougar's 53-3~
ming Cowboys strengthened their
Utah is second in both rush- victory over Texas Western, to
lead in all defensive categories
mov'e from third to first in total
by holding the Wichita Shockers ing divisions, having gained 166,3 · gains, running his season string
to a minus 85 yards on the yards per game, while holding to 1,637 yards. Last week he was
ground and total net gains of opp<inents to 103.1 yards. Arizona 185 yards behind Reed and n~w
only 25 yards. The Cowboys won State took over second place in is 126 ahead.

Conference Soccer Champs

Reed Leading Passer
Reed hit 25 passes for 301
yards against Orego~ ~tate . to
protect his wide margm m aenal
accomplishment. H;e has completed 129 tl:lrows for 1,584 yards.
Carter, in second ;place, has completed 83 for 1,392 yards.
Jim Greth, Arizona halfback,
ran his total pass receptions to
52, surpassing the conference
record of 46, set last year by
Phil Odle, Brigham Young. Odie
made 14 catches Saturday and
moved into second place, with a
total of 38.
Although Jerry DePoyster had
a bad day kicking, he still leads
punters with a 40.9-yard average.
and continues to top the scorers
with 53 points.
Others who maintahied their
first-place rankings ~J,re John
Ogden, Brigham Young, in rushing with 561 yards; · P~uL Toscano, Wyoming, with 4 pass interceptions for 153 yards; Vic
Washington, Wyomig, 24 punt
returns for 296 yards; and Ken
Wagner, New Mexico, 16 kickoff
returns for 257 yards.
New WAC Records
Jim Greth, Arizona has surpassed the conference record with
52 pass receptions in one season.
Old record, 46, by Phil Odie,

UNM Takes Soccer Title
The UNM Soccer team travels
to Santa Fe this weekend in
search of its eigth straight victory of the season against the
College of Santa Fe. The Lobos
have out-scored their opponents
this year 60-7 in A team games.
The B team has out scored their
opposition 28-0. The Lobos have
already won the first Western
Intercollegiate Soccer Conference
Championship.
---oFootbatl Team at Home
The Lobo football team meets
intrestate rival New Mexico

~I[Wsu

--()-

Carter Sets Reeord
The Texas Western Miners are
celebrating Homecoming this
Saturday and hoping to get back
on the victory trail after the
nightmare defeat they suffered
at the hands of BYU at Provo
last week. The Cougars whipped
the Miners 53-33 as Virgil Carter set a national reeord for passing yardage in a single game.
Carter wound up with a total
yardage mark of 599 yards.
--()-

New Arena to Open
The new UNM basketball arena
is expected to be ready in time

State Saturday at University
Stadium in the li6th game of
the series. The Aggies eome into
the game a big favorite with a
6-2 record and one of the leading
rushers in the nation, Jim Bohl.
Coach Bill Weeks seems to be

WANT ADS
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING. RATES:
4 Hn" ad., 65e-' tlm01, •z.oo. Inoertlono
muot be oubmltted b~ noon on da~ before
publication to Room 169, Studmt Publleationa Bulldlnll. Phone 277-4002 or 277-4102.
TRANSPORTATION
RIDE wanted to Dallas or vicinity (en
route to Atlanta) before Nov. 22. Need
round trip or one way. Will shar.! expenses and driving. Call 265-5459 before
8 a.m.
11/4, 7, 9, 10.
PERSONALS
WOULD persons who hit brown Mustang
In right rear fender at Johnson Gym
parking lot Thursday night, 8 :00·10 :00
p.m. please call 298·0107, ask for Larry,
11/7, 9, 10, 11.
SERVICES
TYPEWRITER sales & repair. Special
rate. to UNM students on aU machfn..,.
Free Pickup &: delivery, E & E Typewriter Service, 2217 Coal SE, phone 2480688.
FOR SALE
TUXEDO, size 38, all aecessorfE!!. Also
Full dri!SS (white tie & tails) • Like new.
Make oiler. 1619 Glorieta NE, 298·2706.
11/9, 10, 11.
1962 PORSCHE 1600 Super, roadster, n~
cellent condition, call Jack Nelson, 277•
4136 atterlloons, or Inquire at 216 PrincefAin SE No. 2 (in back) after 6 :00 p.m.
11/9, 10, 11.
~RD 2-door for sale. CaU 87'1·2529:

11/11,

Sailors. AFROTC

Set Grudge Game
The Air Force ROTC will meet
the Navy ROTC in their annual
grudge football game tomorrow
on Zimmerman Field at 4 p.m.
The last three years have resulted in Air Force victories. This
year the Air Force will pitt forth
its team which went on to the
intramural elimination rounds.

for the first game Dec. 1 against
Abilene Christian. The new structure is one of the five biggest
basketball arenas in the country
at the present capacity of 15,000
and can be expanded to 22,000.
There is a paved student ·parking
lot.

Management Course
To Begin Thursday
Thirty-one administrators of
public agencies will begin a 10week management course conducted by UNM Thursday. Participants represent federal, state, and
local governmental units in New
Mexico.
The conference course-part of
UNM's Southwest Management
Development Program - deals
with general management, general organization theory, human
relations and organization behavior, communications, and control.
The class will meet each Thursday afternoon from 3:30 to 7:30
at the Desert Sands.
Professor Everett Dillman, acting director of the University's
Bureau of Business Research, is
course administrator. Instructors
will be drawn from the faculty
of the UNM College of Business
Administration.

Low-Cost Unpainted Furniture
01

10OFF
0
/(

Faculty-StaffStudents

11/11. 14.

n

....,;:,:~~
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< . l-

~~J~:RE-DECORATE

That Roo• Now-T~e Low Cost Way
DECORATING SERVICE

FREEl

Decorating
C'enter

1~.

A, C. BRISTOL. Aluminum body, tube
frame. Wt. 1600 lbs. 6 CyL Heml. AL
Head. blse brakE!!. See Union bulletin
boanl for detailo or call Dick McDonald,

243-4953.

just as concerned with State
quarterback Sal Olivas "He impressed me as being just as good
as that other great State quarterback Charlie Johnson," said
Weeks.

5400 MENAUl NE

PHONE

I

BYU, 1965. (Odle currently has
38 this season.)
Mark Reed, Arizona, most passes in one season-253 (3 games
yet to go,) Old record 251, John
·Torok, ASU, 1964. (Reed is only
ten completions behind the season
record of 139 completions· in one
season, by Torok).
. Jerry· Pullman, ·Utah, and
Woody King, Arizpna, have surpassed the latte1·'s conference
career record of 10 pass interceptions. Each has 11.

':$

7'l.7~7

un·~ ~w

.

ILett:ef,~'A t:t:a cks
By• TOM GARCIA
A letter concerning a policy of have asked to observe and posopen faculty meetin~ was sub- sibly participate in the discus. mitted to· UNM President ,Tom L. sions. They assert that there
P()pejoy by a numl:ie'r of students .seems to be a general policy
against open faculty meetings.
Friday.
.
(See related story on page 2.)
The letter is concerned with -the
The students' letter says "That
upcoming faculty discussion on
there
is much to .be gained by a
selective service. These students
free exchange of ideas between

Faculty

students, faculty, and administration, and that open student, fac'ulty, and administrative meetings, a:s a general policy, would
be in keeping with a spirit of better communication among the University community."
The students have requested
that the question of open faculty

meetings be brought before the
faculty as the first order of business prior to the faculty discussion on the draft resolutions.
In an interview with the LOBO
last night President Popejoy said
he would bring the letter to the
attention of the faculty.
When asked if he was sur----------------~------~~----~
prised to get such a letter, he said
"I felt that this might happen,
since it has happened on occassion in the past."
President Popejoy said that this
would be a matter for the faculty
to discuss. "I do not counsel the
OUR SIXTY-NINT.l YEAR OF EDITORIAL FREEDOM
faculty," he said, "I merely act
as their chairman."
Monday, November 14, 1966
"Matter of Concern"
No. 32
In regard to the discussions on
the Selective Service itself, Popejoy said, "I think this is a matter
of University concern, and I have
sent letters to Washington to this
effect and received replies.
"There appears to be, however,
a difference of opinion on behalf
of the faculty," he said. Popejoy
said that he seriously doubted
that the faculty would change its
rules in regard to the open meetings. He stated also that the let-
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TOURS~:&tfi('$15
IN E U ffO~P E
Now j( is possible to huve an
exciting, fun-filled, low priced
tour of Eul'Ope & a paying job
anytime during the entire year.
Your choice of job & country
with wages up to $400 a month.
For a booklet with all jobs,
tours· 8i application forms send
$2 (handling & air mail) to:
Dept. I<, American Student Information Servict\ 22 Ave. de
Ia I,ibt•rtt}, Gnmd Duchy of
Luxt>mbourg,

President Set
For Operation
By United Press International

• I

NE - 255-7784
This Sunday:

Your Choice of Entrees

c~~BUFFET

\\

UNM Student Speciar
All You Can Eat $1.00

1

EVERY SUNDAY NIGHT FROM 7:00P.M.

Please don't
zlupf Sprite.
It makes
plenty of noise
all by itself.

..-.-:....

255·1701
!'.f .. Ut i!'l A .,Ol ... lillln llf•nt "'•""'

THE FIFTEEN SEMIFINAL"ISTS for Best-Dressed Girl on Campus were eh!>Sen by a panel of five
from almost 50 entrants at the College Inn yesterday afternoon. They are (front row, from left):
Karen Ewing, Pam Paner, Pam Fink, Mary Louise Williamson, Diana Moeller, Kristin Thompson,
Ginia Arp, Susan Snow, and Jan Turbeville. Back row, from left: Nancy Floyd, Jane Spivey, Mary
Setzler, Karen Schoen, and MeJinda 1\fason. The field wiJI be narrowed to three finalists later this
month and the winner from UNM will go into nationwide competition in Glamour magazine's search
for the ten best-dressed college girls in the country. (LOBO photo by Pawley.)

By JIM JANSSON
Despite a first quarter in which
they could have been easily mistaken for a winning football team.
the UNM Lobos again found
themselves on the short side of a
lopsided score as they were soundly whipped by the New Mexico
State Aggies 47-12 before a sparse
home crowd Saturday.
"The only bright spot on the
field is the sun," said a loeal

sportscaster in the pressbox as
he summed up the 1966 edition of
an old UNM-NMS grid rivalry
that dates back to 1905.
Olivas and Bohl Shine
The sportscaster wasn't far
from wrong as the only light on
the field was provided by the brilliant play of Aggie quarterback
Sal Olivas and tailback Jim Bohl.
Olivas completed an unbelievable
15 of 16 pass attempts to pile up

LOBO
Football Contest
WIN TICKETS TO DON PANCHO'S

ART THEATER

so

SPRlTE.
TART AND.
TINGUN¢, WE JUST COULDN'T
KEEP IT _ QUIE't,

FREDERICKSBURG, TexasPresident Johnson flew back to
Washington yesterday from his
Texas ranch, and will undergo
surgo surgery on his abdomen
and throat VVednesday. Johnson
told newsmen Vice President
Humphrey will act as President
during his operations in case any
urgent matter develops. Johnson
also said he hopes to go to Europe
in the Spring and attend a Hemispheric summit conference in Latin
America early next year.
--{)-

Spacewalk Record Broken
SPACE CENTER, Houston -

Aggies Smash Early Lobo Threat

Sprite, you recall, is
the soft drink that's
so tart and tingling,
we just couldn't keep
it quiet.
Flip its lid and it
really flips.
Bubbling, fizzing,
gurgling, hissing and
carrying on all over
the place.
An almost excessively lively drink.
Hence, to zlupf is
to err.
What is zlupfing?
Zlupfing is to drinking what
smacking one's lips is to
eating.
It's the staccato buzz you
make when draining the last few
deliciously tangy drops of
Sprite from the bottle with a
straw.
ZzzzzlllUpfl
It's completely uncalled for.
Frowned upon in polite society.
And not appreciated on campus
either.
But. If zlupfing Sprite
is absolutely essential to your
enjoyment; if a good healthy
zlupf is your idea of heaven,
welL • , all right.
But have a heart. With a
drink as noisy as Sprite, a
little zlupf goes a long, long
...--•way.

ter proposing the open faculty
meetings would not appear first on
the agenda. "There are other issues which have to be discussed
first," he said.
No Comment
Professor Richard A. Selinger
and Professor Paul Schmidt, the
two faculty members who are
primarily involved with the discussions on the Selective Service,
were not familiar with the students' letter, so were not able to
comment.
Professor Schmidt said that
since he was new this year, that
he was not too familiar with thP.
constitution and the bylaws. He
said that he was not certain
whether or not there was anything in the constitution which
concerned rulings.
Professor Selinger had not read
the letter either. He stated, however, that this would be up to the
faculty to discuss. He said aiso
that he believed that at present
the policy regarding faculty meetings was that they were not open.
He said, however, that if this was
the policy, it was possible that the
rules could be changed.

New Mexico
Arizona State
BYU
Wyoming
Utah
Utah State
Arizona
Iowa State
Total Points UNM vs. Arizona State
Contest rules

1. Contest

Ia open to UNil otudeots onlt.

2. Only ONE entry will be aecepted from each contestant and Every !lame
muot be pielced.
3. Contestants must pick total points on UNJI came and In ....., of a tie
the contestant coming cloaat will be dcchreol the winner.
~. :F:ntrieo miiSt be ...,.,ived at the LoiJo oftlee by 6 p.m. Frid,.y,
5. Iro memb!o' ot Studont Publications ;, eligible! for prizes.
G, Winner will ...,.,..;v., four tiekeb for the football season to Don Pancho's
Th ..ter.
'1. Entri.,. will be judged b)' the LoiJo •P<>rta starr.
a In ...., of ties
prizes will be divided amorur the winnl!l'll.

the:

II

.I·
I

j

NAME
ADDRESS
P·HoN·E
•

238 yards through the air while
nationally ranked rusher teammate Bohl rambled for 129 yards
as the Aggies ran up their 35
point margin.
Bohl made the game of football look easy as he both passed
twice for 33 yards and caught
three passes for 33 yeards. For
kicks, he added four more points
to his four touchdown total by
four successful conversions in the
point-after department.
Bradford Rushes for 60
On the Lobo side, wingback
Carl Bradford rushed for 60
yards and tailback Joe Casas
netted 46. Lobo quarterback Rick
Beitler also ran for 46 yards but
could only salvage 25 of them for
his net gain as he was frequently
buried in his own backfield by
tackles who ran as fast as he did.
Beitler completed 8 of 18 pass
attempts to gain 76 yards in the
airways.
UNM halfback Ken Wagner
took the game's opening kickoff
to the Lobo 19 yardline. Beitler
and then Lobo halfback Robert
Romans tried to get around the
ends on the first two plays from
scrimmage but could gain only
a combined total of three yards.
On the third down Beitler let
loose with the first pass of the
game, hitting end Sherman Seiders on the 39 for the first down.
Seiders went on to catch a total
of five pasl!es in the game for 58
yards but he lost reception honors
in. the game to Aggie wingback
Mike Carroll who pulled in four
passes for 121 yards and two
touchdowns.
Lobos Punt
The Lobo otrense continued to
sputter up to the 46 yardline
where UNM punter Dennis Good
boomed a punt down to the Aggie

1---------------

17. On the next series of downs,
the Lobo defensive unit vaguely
resembled the group of killers
that mauled both Utah State and
Kansas State earlier in the season
for the only two UNM wins.
Olivas was forced to eat the
(Continued on page 8)

Gemini-12 ran into minor trouble
shortly after Astronaut Edwin
Aldrin's record-breaking 2 hour,
9 minute spacewalk. A 100-foot
line, put in place by Aldrin, which
linked Gemini with a 26-foot
agena target rocket, for a time
lashed and coiled instead of
springing taut as it should. At
times, Command Pilot James
Lovell said it wrapped around
the Agena and around some antennas on the Gemini capsule.
Finally, the Astronauts got it ·+·
taut.
-oUocket Launch Delayed
SYDNEY, Australia - The
launch of the Europa-one rocket,
built by three European nations,
was postponed for 24 hours only
seconds before its blastoff from
Australia. The blastoff of the
eldo rocket was delayed because
of troubles in a telemetry value.
The rocket was built by Britain,
France and Germany.
--{)-

Leathernecks Stop Attack
SAIGON-American infantrymen fought off 1,000 Communist
guerrillas today in bitter fighting that began when the enemy
(Continued on page 5)

MARIO ESCUDERO, world-renowned flamenco guitarist, lip•
peared at the Concert Hall last Friday night and presented a program of classicltl Flamenco and several pieces of his own com•
position.

/
Monday, November 14, 1966

Playwriting Contest I~ ·s~t

OOlllt .fliU\N B®JtpiE
The Ideal Choice
For Vice President
By ARTHUR HOPPE

For the g:ood of the party, Mr. Bobby Kennedy has been campaigning night and day around the country for the slate closest to his heart.
And you can't help but admire his unquenchable energy, his unflagging zeal and his quiet confidence in Yictory on Election Day.
After all, there are still 2206 days to go.
True, many ace Washington newsmen figure Mr. Kennedy won't
wait until 1972 to run for President. He'll run for Vice President in
1968,

...... The way they see it, Mr. Johnson will be so low in the polls by then,
that he'll beg Mr. Kennedy to run for Vice President and unite the
party. That's the way they see it.
:¢:

¢

*

"Howdy, there, Bobby. I'm right glad you could drop by today in
between your handshaking tours of Inner Mongolia, Upper Volta and
Outer Spaee."
"Being Senator from New York is no easy task, sir. But I was glad
my staff of 472 former White House aides was able to squeeze you in."
"And I (gulp) appreciate it, Bobby. Now there's no use denying
there's been just a mite of coolness between us in the past. But I been
watching the fine job you've been doing as Senator from New York
around the world and I'm willing to let bygones be bygones."
"In turn, sir, let me say that I approYe of the way you've been
handling your job-! and 7.2 per cent of my fellow Americans, according to the latest polls."
"Thank you, Bobby. Of course, nobody around here believes in polls.
Any more. But it must be nice to have 98.2 per cent of the voters think
you're doing a great job as Senator."
"We are not satisfied. We must do better."
"Yes. Well, speaking of you running for President in 19 and 72, I
"'lon't see why you should wait so long for national office. So, being a
real generous fellow, I decided we might have a little chat about the
Vice Presidency right now in 19 and 68...
"The Vice Presidency? I hadn't given that office much thought."
"Now, I know some folks don't think so much of it. But it's a fine
job. Not much work and sometimes you even get yur picture in the
paper. On a slow news day. And let me say you can always count on
my complete loyalty."
"How's Hubert?"
"Hubert who? Me and you, Bobby, that's the ticket. With my brains,
good looks and political astuteness and with your votes, we'll sweep
the country in a landslide. I'm asking you to do it, Bobby, for the good
of the country, for party unity and for me. Not necessarily in that
~~·

Monday, November .14, 1966
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A playwriting competition affering a $500 pri~e has been announced by the Don Juan Playhouse, a regional ' theater near
Santa Fe, New Mexico, The winning play will be produced by the
Playhouse next st.mimer in celebration of its tenth teason. The
p~·i2:e money is being provided
jointly by the Don Juan Playhouse

Draffs LP.f+P.r

and the National Foundation of
the Arts and Humanities through
the cooperation of the New Mexico Art}; Commission.
Dead,line for entries is February 1, :1967 and thll decision of
the judges will be announced by
March 15. Each entry must be a.
full length play or two short ones
suitable for staging on Don

--------------------

SDS Criticizes Faculty/s Policy
Of Closing Meetings to Students
A letter criticizing the UNM faculty's policy of holding
closed meetings was drafted by members of Students for
a Democratic Society and submitted to UNM President Tom

L. Popejoy F1•iday.
The letter (see letters to the editor in this issue) was
signed by 12 UNM students. It called for "a free exchange
of ideas between students, faculty, and administration."
The letter suggested that Popejoy bring the question before the faculty for consideration at its next meeting prior
to discussion of several proposals regarding the University's
relationship with the Selective Service System.
"We believe the forthcoming faculty discussion on the
selective service resolutions are of great interest and importance to the University community and to students,"
the letter said. "We request that the question of open faculty
meetings as a general policy be brought before the faculty as
a first order of business prior to the faculty discussion on
the draft resolutions," it also said.
The letter said there has been no clear decision by the
faculty regarding open or closed meetings, but the students
said they had discovered a "general policy against open facI
h d
k d 'f th
ld tt d
U ty meetings," when they a
as e 1
ey cou
a en
meetings.
The letter said the students who signed it, "and others,"
.
would be waiting outside the doors of the faculty meetmg
to hear the faculty's decision on admitting them.
A resolution stating that SDS members would attend
faculty meeting to ask that any proposed faculty action on

Juan's 24' by 24' proscenium
stage and must not hil.v!l been
produced previously. The ~ontest
is open to anyone anywhere and
there is no limit on the number
of entries from one author.
Address Given
Entries may be sent to Don
Juan Playhouse, Inc., P. 0. Box
777, Los Alamos, New Mexico
87544. Further details about the
contest may be obtained by writing to the same address.
Don Juan Playhouse was established in 1958 to draw audiences, actors and production staff
from the entire region to share
in a worthwhile theatrical experience. It was named for the Spanish explorer, Don Juan de Onate,
believed to be the first European
to produce a play in North America.
Beautiful Setting
Located in a beautiful setting
against a background of mountains and mesas near the Rio
Grande, the theater consists of a
open air audtitorium, seating
about 200, and a covered stage.
An adacent adobe building houses
dressing rooms, lobby and art
gallery.
Work in all phases of production is done without financial
aompensation. Production costs
and the cost of building improvements have been met with box
office receipts and contributions
·
by patrons.
DISCOUNTS TO UNM
STUDENTS & FACULlY

Louis Vrattos
Jewelers
Expert on Swiss and
American Watches

WATCHES- GIFTS
"You're right, sir, I ean't turn down a moving appeal like that. In
DJAMONDS
all humility, I accept your offer."
"Thank you, Bobby. You made a wise choice. We'll make a great
team. Oh, it's mighty good to knpw you've got eonfidence in me."
"You bet I have, Lyndon. 1 can't think o:f anybody I'd rather have the draft be submitted to a referendum by the University
~~fo~r~m~y~V~I~c=e~P~r~e~si~d~en~t~th~a~n~y~o~u~·:"______________________________~c:o~m~m~u~n~i~t~y~w~a~s~a~Js~o~a~d~o~p~t~e=d~b~y~t~h~e~~g:r~o~u~p~F~r~i~d~a~Y~·----------~~~~~~~~~~~~~

SALE-ART -PRINTS-POSTERS $1.00
GREAT MASTERS DRAWINGS
RECORDS
SALE

MARKE'R
.

.

•.

CLASSICAL
Mono & Stereo
JAZZ & POPULAR

$1.66
$1.98

DISCONTINUED

PENS

SWEAT SHIRTS

25c

$1.95

DISCONTINUED
ART SUPPLIES
SPRAY PAINT 69c

..

NEW MEXICO LOBO

SALE STARTS NOV. 15
STORE OPENS 8:00 A.M.

CHRISTMAS
WRAP
DISCONTINUED
STATIONERY

All Sizes, Long & Short Sleeves

Black, White, Gold, Tan, Blue

STRAW HANDBAGS 99c

associated students bookstore

Under Scrutiny

Page 3

Carol Klaus Chosen
President of Apowa

''

AN UNIJ?EN~I~IEp CANDIDATE is scrutinized by judges in
. y~sterday s elimma!~o.n fpr the Glamour magazine Best-Dressed
Grrl contest. Fifteen semi-finalists were chosen at the elimination
tea held at the College Inn. Semifinal judging will be Nov. 22 in
the Kiva. The wi~ner will appear in Glamour's August, 1967, issue
as one f)f the" nation's ten best-dressed eollege girls.

Carol Klaus, a freshman elementary education major at UNM
has been elected president of first
semester members of Apowa, a
service sorority at UNM,
Other officers are Sandra Neeley, vice president; Charlene Baca,
secretary; Pat Jimenez, treasurer; and Thelma Giomi, publicity chairman.
The Apowa pledges this year
include: Susan Moore, Marci Barnett, Marilyn Savitt, Mary Catherine Mayfield, Nancy Zachewicaz,
Billie Atkins, Susan Myers, Pat
Niemeyer, Jaynee Fonticchio,
Marcia Smock, Linda Thompson,
Angela Jung, Mary Kerrigan,
Mrs, William Mahon, Pat Jernigan, Virginia Nora, and Ana Kai•
ser, al !of Albuquerque; Marcia
Welch of Farmington; Mary
Quirmbagh of Alamogordo; and
Angela Sanchez of Los Lunas.

Patronize .LOBO Advertisers
SKI!

SKI!

Come !>n over ancl join the INN crowd's first ski trip for a weekend of fun
and e~tcitement aboard the College Inn bus. Destination? Purgatory Ski
Slopes. The bus will leave the College Inn at 3 a.m. Nov, 19 (this Saturday)
and will return late Sunday, Nov. 20. The skiing will be breathtaking for
beginners and experts. The off-slope activities? Greatl For reservations and
further information call the College Inn at 243-2881.

------------------·-·-·- - - -

Keyed-up
students unwind
at Sheraton ...

U Scl}lpture On Display
By BRIAN LEO
represented. Since the show ocSculpture by four faculty mem- cupies only the north wing of the
hers and five graduate students in museum, the juxtaposition of
the UNM art department is pre- carved wood and brightly colored
sently on view in the New Mexico fiberglass, with all the imagery
Sculpture Invitational,· presented which these materials connote, is
by the Museum of New. Mexico.
·sometimes disconcerting. This.
The. exhibition open!ld . Sunday does not work to the detriment of
in Santa Fe with a brunch for the much of the art, but on the conexhibitors and a. public reception. . trary causes a sort of heightened
at the musuem. The show, which focus upon each .pieee.
consists of sculpture in many
In this connection the Museum
media, will continue through Jan,· ·of ·New Mexico must by conS, an important show in the musegratulated on the first-class orurn's ealendar.
. . . . ...• ganization of the show.
The variety of forms and con•
I do not believe it would be
cepts, is almost . disconcertingly' . chauvinistic to state that the
evident with.in the 40 sculptors UNM faculty members and stu-

SKI!

dents gave a distinct sharpness
to the show.. Prof. John Tatsch!
showed an expressive and carefully scaled figure of Christ,
which was the first or 'frontispiece' sculpture of the exhibition.
Within the non-representational work shown, the efforts by the
faculty and students here were
the strongest, most coherent, and
most potent .in their indication of
future development. The university community should be aware
that the faculty and students in
Art at UNM are not only distinguishable, but prominent in :tojew
Mexico art.

and save.money
Save with weekend discounts! Send for your
free Sheraton ID card today! It entitles you
to room discounts at nearly all Sheraton
Hotels and Motor Inns. GoodoverThanks: . giving and Christmas holidays, summer
. vacation, weekends all year round.
SEND FOR YOUR FREE ID CARD!

r---------------------------------------COLLEGE RELATIONS DIRECTOR
c/o Sheraton-Park Hotel, Washington, D.C. 20008
Please rush me a free Sheraton Student ID Card (or a free Faculty Guest Card). I understand it entitles me to generous discounts all year long at most Sheraton Hotels and Motor Inns.

Name•--------------------------------------AddRU~-----------------------------------Student 0 Teacher 0
L-••••••••••••••••••••••·---------------~

Sheraton Hotels & Motor Inns

assoei·ated students bookstore

BOOK 99c t:o $9.95
SALE! STARTS TOMORROW
Great savings on volumes
originally published at $2.50 to $29.50

YOU CAN BE AN EXPERT RIFLEMAN. By Frank
FURI)UTURE OF CLASSICAL GREECE. ·By T. H.
Briggs. Orig. $2.95.
Sale $1.49
Robsjahn Gibbings & Carlton W. Pullin. Pub.
at $20.00
• Sale $7.95
THE ART COLlECTOR'S ALMANAC: A Com·
plete Guide to the Art Market. By Marshall
Esquire's AMERICAN AUTOS AND THEIR
MAKERS. Text by David J, Wilkie. Pub. at
Matusow, et al. Pub. at $25.00.
Sale $9.95
RED PEAK: Th& British-Soviet Expedition fa
$15.00.
Sale $8.95
THE DIVINE COMEDY of Dante Alighieri.
Pamir. By Malcolm Slesser. Pub. at $5.75.
Orig, pub. of $6.50.
Only $3.98
Sale $1.98
THE MANY WORLDS OF L*E*O R*O*S*T*E*N,
MECHANICAL MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS. By
Pub. at $5.95.
Sale $2.98
Alexander Buchner. Pub. a~$12.95. Sale $6.88
CONTEMPORARY CHINESE PAINTING. By. l.
THE FIRESIDE BOOK O.F HORSE RACING. Ed.
Hajek, et al. Pub. of $9.95.
· Sale $5.88
by David · F. Woods. Fwd. by Eddie Arcaro.
Pub. at $B.95.
Sale $2.98
THE ROCK PAINTINGS OF JASSILI. By Jean·
GREAT STORIES FROM THE WORLD OF SPORT.
Dominique .l.afoux. Pub. at $15.00. Sal• $7.95·
Ed. by Peter Schwed &Herbert Warren Wind.
liFE UNDER THE MICROSCOPE-With .460
Captioned Photographs, 4 FuiJ.Page Color
Pub. at '$15.~0. ' •
Sale $6.95
A TREASURY OF WORLD SCIENCE. Ed. by
Plates. By 0. Jirovec et al. Pub. at $9.95.
Oagobert Runes; Intra, by Wemher Von Braun.
.
•
Sale $5.95
THE.HISTORY OF PROSTITUTION. By Dr. W. W.
Pub. at $15.00.
Sale $2.98
·' THE AliT OF CENTIIAL ASIA. By Milo$ Hrbos
Sanger. Orig. pub. at $6.00.
· Sale $3.98
& Edgar Knollloch.
SpeCial fmpolt $7.95
THE DANGEROUS SEX: lhe Mylh of Fam_lninil
THE POSTERS OF PICASSO. Pub. at $6.95.
_Evil, By J-1. R. Hays. Pub. or $5:95, Sale $2.98
.DICTIOIIINAIIIE .DE L\ PflNTURE MODERNE.
Sale $2.98
American Clauic.-THE COMMUNISTIC so.
Ed. by F. Hazan. Pub. at $7..95.
Eale $2.9B ·
THE GREAT OILDORADO. By Hildegarde Dol- • • CIETIES OP THE UNITED SJATES. B)' Charles
Nordhoff,
. Sale $3,98
son. Pub. at $3.95.
Sale $1.98
COMPLETE WORKS Of WilliAM SHAKE·
GREEK MYTHOLOGY. By Felix Guirand.
· SPEARE.
Only $5.95
Special $2.98
A BOOk OF COMFORT. Ed. by. Elizabeth
EGYPTIAN MYTHOLOGY. Trans. from the
Sale $2.98
Goudge. Pub. at $6,95.
famous Mythologie Generale Larousse.
THE ARTS IN THE MIDDLE AGES AND THE
Only $2.98
RENAISSANCE. By Paul Lacroix. Pub, ot $10.00.
U.S. MARTIAL SINGLE-SHOT PISTOLS, By
Sale $4.98
Charles E, Chapel. Pub. at $7.50. Sale $3.98
FRANCE IN THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY. By
Oriental Mysticiom-TWO LAMAISTIC PANPaul Lacroix, Pub, ol $10.00.
Sale .$4.98
THEONS. Ed. by Waller Eugena Clark. Pub.
TREASURES OF VENICE. By Michelangelo
at $25.00.
Sale $5.95
Muraro & Andre Graber. Pub. at $29.50,
CHINESE ART. l!y R. L. Hobson.
Sale $14.95
·
Special Import $4.98
LEONARDO
DA
VINCI
ON
THE
HUMAN
DICTIONARY OF MODERN BALLET. Ed. by
BODY: The Anatomical, _Physiological and
Selma Jeanne Caheh. Pub, at $8.00. Sale $3.98
Embryological Drawings, Orlg. pub, at $25.00.
THE ENGINEER'S ILLUSTRATED THESAURUS.
GUNS
OF THE OLD WEST. By C. E. Chapel.
By Herbert Herkimer. Pub. at $6.00. Sale $3,98
Only $9,95
INDIAN SCULPTURE. Over 260 large photoOrlg. pub. at $12.50,
Only $4.98
illustrations by W. and B. Forman, Text by
SCIENCE AND LITERATURE IN THE MIDDLE
M. M. Deneck. Pub. ot $9.95.
Sale $3.98
AGES AND THE RENAISSANCE. By Paul La·
THE CONCISE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF CRIME &
crolll. Pub. at $10.00.
Sale $4.98
CRIMINALS•. Ed, by Sir Harold Scott, Forh1er
ENGLISH ORA WINGS: From Samuel Cooper to
Chief of Scotland Yard. Pub, at $15.00.
'Gwen Johrt. Ed. by Geoffrey Gdgson, Pub. at
Sale $5.95
$10.00.
Sole $4.98
A JOHNSON READER. Ed. by E. l. McAdam,
John _ Dewey-PHILOSOPHY, PSYCHOLOGY
Jr. & George Milne. Pub, at $6.50. Sale $1.98
AND SOCIAL PRACTICE. Selected, with a foreward,. by Joseph Ratner. Pub. at $5.95,
THE WORI<S OF U PO, THE CHINESE POET,
Sale $3,98
Translated, with biographical ancl critical op•
THE ABELARD FOLI< SONG BOOk. Ed. by
prec:iallons, by Shigeyoshi Obata. Pub. at
Norman Cozden. Pub. at $6.95.
Sale $3.98
$5.00,
Sale $2.98

TREASURY OF PHILOSOPHY. By D. D. Runes.
Pub. at $15.00.
Sole $2.98
THE EDWARDIAN AGE. By R. J. Minney. Pub.
at $5,95.
Sale $2.98
THE SOVIET REGIME -Communism In Prac·
lice. By W. W. Kulski. Pub. at $8.00. Sale $2.98
MEXICO CITY-A Book of Photographs. By Bob
Scholkwijk.
Special Import $2.98
NORTH AMERICAN INDIAN MYTHOLOGY. By
C. Burland.
Special Import $2.98
BONJOUR PARIS. By Francois Brigneou. Reg.
$4.95.
Sale $1.98
SUPERMEN, HEROES .AND GODS. By Walter
Ummlnger. Pub. at $7.95.
Sale $1.98
THE .DEVELOPMENT OF THE AMERICAN
ECONOMY. By A. C. Balina, Pub. at $10.00.
Sale $1.98
·
LES NUll'S DE PARIS or The Nocturnal Spec·
• tatar. By Restif de lo Bretonne. lntro. by
Jacques Barzun. Pub, al $5.95.
Sale $1.98
THE COMPLETE ESSAYS OF FRANCIS BACON.
·Pub. at $1$.95.
Sale $ .99
THE WISDOM OF JFK. Ed, by T. S. Settel.
Pub. at $3.00,
Sale $ .99
YOUR MEMORY. By 0. W. Hayes. Pub. at
$2.75.
Sole $ .99
Who Lied? OPPENHEIME!b THE STORY OF A
FRIENDSHIP. Pub. at $5.00.
Sale $ .99
RElAX WITH YOGA. By Arthur Leibers. Pub.
at $2.50.
Sale $ .99
ERASMUS DARWIN. By Desmond King·Hele.
Pub. at $3.95.
Sale $ ,99
WHEN F. D. R. DIED. By Bernard Asbell. Pub.
at $4.00.
Sale $ ,99
THE PRICELESS GIFT-Love tellers of Woodrow
Wilson o& Ellen Axson Wilson. Ed. by Eleanor
Wilson McAdoo. Pub. of $6.95,
Sale $ .99
Jeflersoniana-THE BARONESS AND THE GEN·
ERAL. By Louise Hall Tharp. Pub. ol $6.50.
Sale$ .99
THE lAST YEARS OF BRITISH INDIA. By
Michael Edwardes, Pub. at $5.95. Sole $ ,99
S. N. Behrman's PORTRAIT OF MAX. Orlg.
u~.

Sa~$M

THE BAD GUYS. By Wm. K. Iverson. Pub. at
$6.95.
Only $3.95
CHINESE ART. By Judith & Arthur H. Burling.
Orig, pub. at $10.00.
Orily $4.95
THE EPIC OF MEDICINE. By Felix Marti-Ibanez.
M.D. Orig. pub. ot $15.00.
Only $4.95
ESQUIRE'S WORLD OF HUMOR. Commentary
by Dovlcl Newman, Fareword by Makolm
Muggerldge. Pub. at $7.95.
Only $3,95

A Pictorial History of the ·American Hotel:
FARE THEE WELL. By Leslie Dorsey & Janice
Devine. Pub. at $10.00.
Only $4.95
FAULKNER'S COUNTY. By Martin J. Dain. Pub.
at $15.00.
Only $5.95
FOOTBALL TEXAS STYLE: An Illustrated History
of the Southwest Conference. By Kern Tips.
Pub. at $14.95.
Only $3.95
GOREN'S EASY STEPS TO WINNING BRIDGE.
By Chas. H. Goren. Pub. at $7.95. Only $2.98
THE JEFFERSON BIBLE. The Life and Marais
of Jesus of Nazareth. By Thomas Jefferson.
Pub. ot $7.50.
Only $2.98
PAINTINGS & lETTERS OF THE GREAT ART·
ISTS. 2 Volume set, Boxed. Pub. at $15.00.
Only $5.95
A MILLION MENUS FOR DINING & ENTER·
TAINING AT HOME. By Lenore Joyce.Cowen.
Pub. at $4.95.
Only $2.98
THE Sttt:NT TRAVEL£11 IN· SAN" FRANCISCO.
By Chiang Vee. Pub. at $12.50.
Only $4.95
WHERE THE OlD WESI' STAYED YOUNG. By
John Rolfe, Burraughs. Orig. Pub. at $15.00,
·
Only $4.95
THE DICTIONARY LIBRARY. 14 Complete Die·
tionaries in 1 Volume.·
Only $4.95
THE. LIFE OF CHRIST IN MASTERPIECES OF
ART, And The Words of The New Testament.
Pub. at $10.00.
Only $5.95
THE AMERICAN CIVIL WAR. By Earl Schenck
Miers. Pub. at $15.00.
Only $7.95
CURTIS' WESTERN INDIANS. Life and Works
of Edw. C. Curtis. By Ralph W, Andrews. Orig.
Only $3.95
pub. at $12.50
INDIAN PRIMITIVE: Northwest Coa•t Indians of
lh8 Former Days. By Ralph W. Andrews. Pub.
at $12.50,
Only $3.95
tOGGING RAILROADS OF THE WEST. By
Kromer Adams. Orlg. Pub. at $12.50.
Only $3,9S
PACIFIC STEAMBOATS. By Gordan Newell &
Joe Williamson. Orig. pub, of $10.00.
Only $3.95
RAILS WEST: A Collectors Album of a Vanishing Era in Rallroadiana. By Gao. B. Abdlll.
Orig, Pub. at $I 2.50.
Only $3.9S
REDWOOD ClASSIC. By Ralph W. Andrews.
Orig. Pub. at $10.00.
Only $3.95
AN IllUSTRATED HISTORY OF FURNISHING
From the Renaissance to the 20th Century. By
Mario Praz. Pub, of $25.00.
Only $14.95
A PICTORIAL HISTORY OF AMERICAN CRIME.
By Allen Churchill. Orig. Pub. at $6.95.
Only $2.98
THE COLLECTING OF GUNS. Ed. by James E.
Serven. OrJg, pub, at $24.95.
Only $7,95
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From The Riqht ·

died at the dinner table, to take
the dinner service and the table
cloth down with him, the American liberal, even in exiting, casts
accusations against conservatives
and moderates, hoping that the
charges will take form.
It is one of the peculiar intolerances of the American liberal to
assume that when defeat occurs
at the polls, a coalition of bigots
and red necks have conspired
against him. It is implicit in
twentieth century liberal thought
to suppose that the liberal cause
is doctrinally pure and absolutely
correct and that anyQne who
would contradict it is engaged in
heresy and error. Thus American liberals engaged in election
discussion throw around terms
such a~ "back lash" and "racism"
even though failing to substantiate these feelings with data.
It is curious that in American
politics today, conservatives and
moderate continue to pile up electoral vict11ries, and liberals continue to label all positions to the
right of Henry Wallace as "back
lash." To an outside observor it
might deem that America has
suddenly become populated with
all manner of "racists" and
"kooks.'' However, America is not
filled with bigots, it is not filled
with race-mongers and it not
about to jump on the Nazi bandwagon, though it is beginning to
reject some of the assumptions
of modern liberalism and reassert
more original American principles.

I Letters
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SUGGESTS SOLUTIONS TO
WAGAR
Dear Sirs:
Someone must choose, says Mr.
Wagar (in reference to decisions
the University must make to function as much). I agree. I know
that this will shake the Robber
Barons who pilot this ship of
fools, but I would like to suggest
that the students have a voice in
the spending of their money, and
the administration of the Uni-versity.
I'm not speaking of that astrolllgy club misnamed "student
government." I mean power. I
know that responsible students
exist who could administrate
(with practice) every operation
that now takes place on this campus, from the SUB to the choice
of curriculum (Hear that, messrs.
Bierbaum and Smith?), without
having to pay these parasites,
outsiders, non-learners, profits
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that should go to further ourselves as students and our facilities for learning.
I emphasize above all: largescale provisions for individual
study and creative work; drastic
lowering of "requirements" and
equivalent raising of standards;
and administrative, teaching, and
research posts for many persons
now defined as students only. (I
suggest in general only because
my specific recommendations run
into hundreds.)
In regard to putting these reforms into practice: I am aware
of the "put-off" method now in
use by the faculty/administration
to foil student initiative; with this
in mind, I would point out that
the only effective tactics toward
reform are those lent to us by
the example of a better school, i.e.
a good transfusion of :Berkleyjuice.
Sincerely,
Dan Sessions

1
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Comments Voiced
On Last Election
By TIM JIUNTER
In commenting on the 196v
election victories made by Republicans in Tuesday's election,
Democratic National Chairman is
said to have commented that the
results were a "political standoff." Other prominent Democrats,
including President Johnson, indicated that the results did not
,., seem to indicate public disenchantment with the Democratic
program. Albuquerque papers
took a similar line with regard to
the sweep by Republican candidates.
In spite of these dreams and
hopeful illusions held by Democrats, the facts do not seem to
hear these feelings out; some
commentators seemed to realize
that there had been a sizable
reaction against liberal positions
in the U.S.
Jloward K. Smith and other
television newscasters attempted
to ascribe the huge vote against
the administration to "backlash"
and supposed "racial" tensions.
In some minds there was clearly
an easy feeling that perhaps the
- American people are not so leftoriented as some would hope.
For a conservative sensing the
sudden awareness of liberals that
"all is not well," there is a sort
of "I told you so" attitude. What
is frightening about the liberal
reaction to conservative-Republican victories is the intolerant
way in which liberals seem to
face their own future.
Determined, like the man who
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THE U.S. Foreign Policy
There is embarrassment in Washington over the political
...our man, "
plight of Germany's Chancellor ErhdH
ar . e IS
and it would distress the State Department if he were succeeded by a Gaulist. The French original is annoying enough
without the support of a German partner. So there is bound
to be chagrin over the American contribution to the Bonn
crisis.
This stems largely from the insistence that Germany purchase millions of dollars worth of American arms which it
does not want, does not need and cannot afford. Dr. Erhard
took this up in vain in his latest visit to President Johnson.
The Administration explains that it wants to offset the
effect of maintaining troops in Germany on our balance of
payments. This economic desire is sound, but the method for
achieving it is doubtful.
It is "myth," according to a Washington Star correspondent, that Germany is intent on building up its armaments,
nuclear or conventional. But the story might change if Herr
Strauss or some other German GauHist were to achieve a
position in which he could emulate Gen. De Gaulle's disturbing military "independence."
The German crisis inevitably involves a delay in the discussion of the military security problem by Washington,
London and Bonn. For the time being, nobody can speak with
authority for Germany. But it is to be hoped that eventually
an agreement will be reached looking toward a decrease
rather than an increase of armed forces in Europe.
Meanwhile the United States ought to get out of the anns
trade. That goes also for the Russians, British and French
who are in it to a lesser extent. A rt:cent report by the Institute for Strategic Studies in London in dicates that since
1945 no less than 4500 jet airplanes, 5000 tanks and 224
warships have been sold to the underdeveloped nations
alone, most of the hardware being American. The arms
business is estimated to bring in about a billion dollars a
year. But surely the rearming of the world is bad business
even for those who reap its profits.
-St. Louis Post-Dispatch

University Sculptor Exhibits In Syracuse
Carl E. l>aak, UNM master
craftsman, is participating in two
shows of national interest.
As an example of contemporary
crafts of this country and Canada, one of his stoneware vases
is included in the 24th Ceramic
National Exhibition. Open to potters, sculptors and enamelists,
this biennial exhibition is showing
through next January at the
Everson Museum of Art, Syracuse, N.Y.

La Dolce Vito
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Forty of Paak's ceramic shapes
for candles will be in exhibition of
containers for candles at L'Atelier
Galerie, Cedar Falls, Ia., from
Dee. 4-24.

latin American
Latin American Desk will present a discussion session with a
panel of Venezuelan students
Wednesday, Nov. 16 at 12:30 in
Room 250 of the Union.

UNM Style

News-Roundup • • •
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(Continued from page 1)
leveled one of the heaviest mortar barrages of the war on the
Leathernecks. U.S. losses were
light in the 11-hour nighttime
battle 235 miles north of Saigon.
The Marines killed 37 Communist
troops and captured two.

ATTACKS FACULTY POLICY
(Editor's Note: The following
letter was submitted to UNM
President Tom L. Popejoy last
Friday by a group of students
protesting the policy of closing
faculty meetings to students and
other outside observers.)
Dear President Popejoy:
We, the undersigned students
of the UNM, believe that the
forthcoming faculty discussion on
the selective service resolutions
are of great interest and importance to the University community and to students. We have inquired as to the possibility of
observing and perhaps participating in these discussions but find
that there seems to be a general
policy against open faculty meetings. On the other hand, we find
that there seems to be no clear
record of faculty action concerning open or closed meetings.
We strongly believe that there
is much to be gained by a free
exchange of ideas between students, faculty, and administration and that open student, faculty, and administration meetings,
as a general po1icy, would be in
kl'eping with a spirit of better
communication among the Uni·
\"ersity community.
Therefore, we request that the
question of open faculty meetings, as a general policy, be
brought before the faculty as a
first order of business prior to
the faculty discussion on the draft
resolutions.
We, and 11thers, will be present
outside the meeting place to
await the faculty decision and
hope that his decision will permit
student observation of, and perhaps participation in, the discussion.
Respectfully submitted,
Ernest Mares
Philip Y. Nicholson
Tom Singleton
Christian Hettinger
Chandler Thompson
Kathy Goodliffe
LiJJe Sommer
Sandy Doerr
Roy Swanson
R. Villanueva, Jr.
Hawey Steele
Carol Harrison

Circle K
EJection of officers and new
members of Circle K International
wiJI be held at the group's meeting Wednesday, Nov. 16 at 7:30
a.m. in the Union. Coffee and donuts will be served. All charter
members arc expected to attend,
and those interested in becoming
members of Circle K International
may call Tom Doak at 344-0526
for further information.
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OPEN LETTER TO
CIVILIANVC
Dear Mr. Civilian VietCong:
Just a note to let you know
that everyone is going about this
Southeast Asia problem in the
wrong way
VC, don't you know that Americas are never wrong? Don't you
know that Americans never lose?
You have to face the facts you
can't win; you have to lose; its for
your own good.
Y QU say your son was killed by
the Americans? That's all right.
Just think, our daughter can become an air base queen and
marry a member of the American
Occupational Foree. However,
since the United States is not
fighting a declared war, she won't
be given the title "war bride."
Your daughter may not like living in Lady Hawk, Texas, but it
is in the land of the. great.
You say your home was completely destroyed? Be patient;
someone will come along with a
Marshall Plan. After everything
has been demolished, Big Brother
will help you get back on your
feet. In a few years your country will have been given so
much aid, you will be exporting
Christmas decorations, dime store
junk and cars. How do you say
Volkswagen in Vietnamese?
We will have to discuss all of
the details at a later date, if
anyone is left to discuss them.
Love, (many murders
and 20 years from
today),
Mimi Attleson

• andarock.

)

•
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and solidification of Communist
influence;" she also admitted that
"Communism ... is a philosophy."
She stressed, moreover, that
"Academic freedom is a must in a
democratic society; it cannot be
compromised."
One way to combat points of
view in an academic environment
is to make use of academic freedom; in this connection I look
forward to hearing from Miss
Pepin or any other pers11n or
group who will arrange, with
Philosophy Club sponsorship, a
read-in in support of the present
administration's policy in Viet
Nam.
Jerome B. White
President, UNM Philosophy Club

.

EXPLAINS PHILOSOPHY
CLUB'S ·STAND
Dear Sir:
A letter appeared in a local
paper .November 9 from Margaret
Pepin in response to a read-in for
peace which was sponsored by the
UNM Philosophy Club; in her letter she registered a dissent to
what she understood "to be proposals of some members for an
unqualified withdrawal of American troovs and influence from
Viet Nam."
The views expressed at the
read-in (which consisted of the
reading of poetry, prose, and the
showing of a film) are not to be
taken as representing necessarily
these of the Philosophy Club as a
whole or its members individually.
The Philosophy Club would be
delighted to sponsor a read-in for
support of the present administration's policy in Viet Nam; but
whatever views might be ex·
pressed there are not to be taken
as representing necessarily those
of the Philosophy Club or its
members.
Miss Pepin stated that one
reason "why we are in VietNam
••• is to prevent a further spread

Liberian Freighter Sinks
HONOLULU - The Liberian
freighter Omega sank in the Pacific about 2,000 miles southeast
11f Honolulu yesterday, apparently
en r11ute from the Panama Canal
to the Far East. All crewmen reportedly are safe aboard two 50foot lifeboats. It was not immediately known how many men
were aboard the ship. Order to
abandon ship was given after a
crack developed in the number
one hold. Weather r.onditions are
reported good in the area and
vessels in the vicinity have been
asked to help in the rescue effort.
Relief Drive Launched
ROME-Pope Paul launched a

--

-
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The new western look is
rugged enough to take
over the town and
campus

massive drive for relief funds today in Italy's disastrous floods.
There was more desruction yesterday when a major bridge in
Pisa collapsed into the swollen
river Arno but there were no injuries. The confirmed death toll in
10 days of flooding now stands at
105 persons,

make a name for himself. The 18year-old high school youth massacred four women and a child
in a beauty salon Satt.rday.
Smith reportedly said he got the
idea to kill after the slaying of
eight student nurses in Chicago.

Kills to "Make Name"
MESA, Arizona - Police in
Mesa, Arizona, say accused mass
killer Robert Smith disclosed he
would have killed 4Q- people to

•

"M" IS FOR THE MANY THINGS
YOU'LL TEACH HER
Nobody will dispute-surely not I-that raising children
is a task which requires full time and awesome skills.
Nonetheless, a recent nationwide survey has revealed a
startling fact: mothers who go back to work after their
children are safely through the early years are notably
happier, better adjusted, and more fulfiJied than mothers
who simply remain housewives. Moreover-and mark this
well-the children of such working mothers are themselves
happier, better adjusted, and more fulfilled!
All very weJI, you say, but what's it got to do with you?
Isn't it obvious? If you are underachieving at college, get
your mother a job.
What kind of job? Well sir, your mother is probably
between 35 and 50 years of age, so certain occupations
must immediately be ruled out. Logging, for example. Or
whaling. Or carhopping.
But don't despair. There are other kinds of jobs-not
many, to be sure, but some. However, you must not stick
Mom in just any old job. You must remember that after
the excitement of raising you, she would be bored to tears
as a file clerk, for instance, or as a dolman. (A dolman, as
we all know, is someone who brings handfuls of water to
track layers. With the recent invention of the pail, dolmen
are gradually falling into technological unemployment.)
But I digress. I was saying, find Mom a job worthy of
her talents, something challenging that uses her vast wisdom and experience but, at the same time, is not too hard
on her obsolescing tissues. That's what Walter Sigafoos
did, and the results were briJJiantly successful.
Walter, a sophomore at the Upper Maryland College of
Wickerwork and Belles Lettres, majoring in raffia, approached the problem scientifically. First he asked himself
what his mother did best. Well sir. what she did best was
to keep hollering, "Dress warm, Walter!"
At first glance this seemed a skill not widely in demand,
but Walter was not discouraged. He sent out hundreds of
inquiries and today, I am pleased to report, his mother is
happily employed as wardrobe mistress for the Montreal
Canadiens.
Another fortunate venture was that of Frank C. Granamire, a junior at the Oregon State Conservatory of Music
and Optometry, majoring in sties. Frank, like Walter, did
a survey in depth of his mother's talents. Chief among
them, he found, was her ability to make a roast of beef
feed the whole family for three days. So, naturally, Frank
got her a job at"the Museum of Natural History.
What has one to do with the other, you ask? Isn't it
obvious? Anyone who can stretch ribs like that belongs in
paleontology.

Beefy wide wale corduroy winterized with
SherpaCR> Pile lining . • . seen between classes
and around town. From a collection by Silton of
California.

You'll like the tutol western look •••
Shirts und pants that give you that long, lean, uhead of
the crowd look.You'II find them at the Fedway-Aibuquerque
Conquistador ShOJn.
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Janice Olson, UNM instructor
in physical education, will attend
the fourth institute Women's
sports Dec. 3-11 at the University
of Indiana, Bloomington.

listen to KUNM

Crash Kills Fifty
TOKYO-Officials fear all 50
persons aboard a Japanese All
Nippon airliner died yesterday
when the plane overshot a runway
and plunged into the inland sea of
Southern Shikoku Island. The airline said no foreigners were
aboard but many of the 45 passengers were honeymooners. A
witness said the plane landed on
the rainswept runway about 325
yards beyond the normal landing
point, bounced off apparently under its own power, then veered
sharply toward the sea.

Letten are weleome. IUid
ahould be no longer than 2.58
words. tn>ewritteo. doubk•Paoed.
Nam~.
telephou~
number and addr- muot be
included. altbouah JWDe ....m
be withheld ll))On ftqiiSt.

PE Institute
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I cannot conclude this column without saying a few
words about Personna Super Stainless Steel Blades. The
reason I cannot is that this column is sponsored by the
makers of Personna Super Stainless Steel Blades, and
they are inclined to get peckish if I omit to mention their
product.
Not, mind you, that it is a chore for me to plug
Personna. Or, for the matter of that, to shave with
Personna. No sir: no chore. Personna takes the pain out
of shaving, scraps the scrape, negates the nick, repudiates
the rasp, peels the pull, boycotts the burn, blackballs the
bite, oust.'! the ouch. Furthermore, Personna endures and
abides, gives you luxury shave after luxury shave, day
after day after day. And further furthermore, Personna
is available both in double-edge style and Injector style.
And as if all this were not bounty enough, Personna is
now offering you a chance to grab a fistful of $100 bills!
Stop at your Personna dealer an.d get an entry blank for
the new Personna Super Stainless Steel Sweepstakes. But
hurry! Time is limited •

* * *

@ 1961;. llolr Shulmon

The makers oJ Personna who bring you this column all
through the school year also l)ring you the ultimate in
luxury shoving with Personna and Personna'• partner
in shaving comJort-iJurma Shave, regular or menthol.

J
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Bodkins

HAPP~!??

By Dan O'Neill
//-5"

UNM's Best-Dressed Girl
Is Offered Another Prize
,...--

PATRONIZE LOBO ADVERTISERS

/

Another prize has been added Dressed co~ds from colleges and
to the honors in store for UNM's universities across the country in
Best-Dressed Girl, when she is Glamour magazine's contest to
chosen in December.
chose the Ten Best-Dressed ColJohn P. Sorensen, new owner lege Girls.
of the Tops 'N' Bottoms Shop,
Winner's Honors Impressive
has offered to let the winner pick
If she is a winner in Glamour's
out a new outfit for herself at
contest, UNM's Best-Dressed Girl
his shop.
will win recognition for herself
Fashion Show Donors
and for the University in newsTops 'N' Bottoms will . be one papers throughout the country,
of the local stores donating and she will appear in Glamour's
clothes for the fashion show August College issue. In June,
scheduled Nov. 22 in the Kiva, in
which the 15 semifinalists in the
Best-Dressed contest will be
modeling. The 15 semifinalists
were chosen yesterday in an elimination tea held at the College
Inn,
Other honors for contest winners are numerous. UNM's BestDressed and the first and second
runners-up for the title will make
appearances throughout the year.
They will participate in several
local fashion shows. The winner
will compete with other Best-

she will be flown to New York'
for an all-expense paid trip ·that
will include visits to culture centers, museums, evenings at the
theatre, and dinners at famous
:restaurants.
A selected number of honorable
mention winners will also receive
a gift from Glamour. All BestDressed candidates in Glamour's
contest will havll the opportunity
to be a campus contact for the
magazine during the year.

Concert Will Cap

Folf Music Series
Concluding
UNM
cultural
events for 1966 will be the second
concert of the current season for
the UNM Orchestra.
Conducted by Kurt Frederick,
, the '75-meniber ensemble will perform at 8 p.m., Dec. 20, the day
before students leave campus for
Christmas recess.
Robert Is Soloist
Soloist will be George Robert,
·pianist, a music department colleague of Dr. Frederick. He will
play Beethoven's "Piano Concerto
No. 4 in G Majoz:" while the orchestra is heard in "Sensemaya''
by Revueltas and Ravel's "La
Valse.".
·
·
The third concert, April 7, will
find the Alma Trio as soloists
for the Beethoven Concerto for
Piano; . Violin, Cello. and .orches. tra. A. second number, ~ 1Haiold iri ·
Italy,", by Berlioz, will feature
Andor..Toth. as .soloist.·
Mahler "Symphony" May u·
A major musical undertaking,
Mahler's 1'First Symphony," is
the concluding concert May 11.
The Orchestra will also parform an evening youth concert
at the Greer Garson Theater in
Santa Fe, Nov. 20, sponsored by
Youth Concerts of New Mexico,
Inc, Another will be given Dec.
11 in Socorro.

S:em Club To Elect
Officers Tonight
Officers for the coming year
will be nominated at a meeting of
the Albuquerque Gem and Mineral
Club, Inc., tonight at 8:15 p.m.
in the UNM Geology Building.
Albin Yards, president, announced that R. J. Baughman,
Sandia Corporation expert in the
field of synthetic crystals, will be
guest speaker. His illustrated talk
will deal with the processes involved in growing crystals. The
public is invited.

...

Handsomely.
. The rewards are impressive: recognition
What's "accomplibility"?
• •. • leadership ••• reputation ••• challenge.
It's our special word for a technical
And -a well·s~tisfied "accomplibility."
man's capacity for individual accomplish- · ·
Learn more about Du Pont. Send this coupon
~ent, for getting things done-------!~-~!'!~s:~iptlon to the DuPont magazine. ·
· · well;· It m~y JJe a breakthrough in f
.
---------------------~--~:-a
I E. I. du Po!'lt de Nemours & Co. (Inc.) · · •
·
'c1
"fiber .technology, a series of pro- 1 ·3656 Nemours Building
.
• fessiorial lectures~ or the develop-· r Wilmington, Delaware 19898
~
mettt of a new process machine.
P.lease send me the Du Pont magazine.
•
As a technical man*, you
rtame,_ __,__,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.:..__ __
should be thinking about your
tlass._ _ _ _ Major_ _...__ _ _ Oecree expected._ _ __
opportunities for achievement in
toueae, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

!
!
!
!

the field of your choice.
1 My address·---------------~
DuPont offers a climate o··f I tlty._ _ _ _ _ __ State
lip Code
.f reed. om and ·
t'
I
h
~.;.._____________________
·-mnova IOn, p us t e
means to accomplishment. You have at your
*This year, our recruiters will be at
disposal the equipment and materials you
your school looking mainly for Ch.E., M.E.,
need for exploring ideas ..• proving out
I.E., E.E:, C.E., chemistry, physics and
mathema~ICS graduates. DuPont is an equal
theories. You have specialists for information, trained technicians to assist you.
opportumty employer.

-----------------------..J

~
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Better Things for Better Living • throuuh C'
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'Cultural Shock' Described by Thomsen·
By MO~IT:i; TJ{OMSEN
(Ed. Note: T»is, is lthhll!ighth
of a series of atticles in which
Moritz Thomsen, a former hog
raiser, writes of his experiences
as a Peace Corps volunteer.
By the end of my first week in
La Union, the price of an egg
jumped from five to seven cents.
I was ·pretty much living on eggs
at that time, and my purchases
used up all that were being
placed on the local market.
A month after my arrival, the
price had dropped to four cents
as the news spread around that
eggs were .!1 hot property. Farmers from a mile in each direction
began bringing in their eggs; shy
farm wives knocked on my door
·. i at five a.m. with a hatful of eggs
• for me to inspect; each day they
·,:got bigger and cheaper.
The Egg and I
Eggs, like all the protein foods
:in rural Ecuador, are a luxury
' and 'way beyond the means of
'the maority of men earriipg 75
:cents a day on the banana plan:tations. Eggs are for holidays or
for guests. Well, I broke the market in La Union, but I don't really
imagine that it did much good.
· Because there was such a startlingly small amount of food in
the village, I spent a good deal of
time the first few days going
from store to store. At first I
didn't believe it: the lack of food.
But as a result of this semi-hysterical shopping I began to get
acquainted.
The people were suspicious and
careful with me. I discovered
latet· that this had been :Partly
due to a rumor that had begun
the day I arrived-that I was a
rich gringo looking for cheap
land to buy.
Mild Hatred
Except for about ten small boys
who used to come and visit me
after school, I was pretay much
ignored by the town. I talked
several times with the director of
the school about starting a school
garden, but he was cool to the
idea since vacations were due to
start within a couple of months.
I also talked with some of the
farmers who lived in town about
what they thought of getting together and building a well that
the town could use. They all
ag1·eed that they needed clean
water desperately, but they kept
telling me that in this town people did not work together; in a
mild way, apparently, everyone
sort of hated everyone else. And
then, quite by accident, I found
a new we11 that the government
had built for the community; two
months later some of the kids had
broken it and no one had even
bothered to fix it.
Help Promised
The president of the colonization promised me that at the Sunday meetings he would explain to
the farmers who I was, how I
could get CARE seeds for them
and draft plans for inexpensive
farm shelters for their animals.

.

But on Monday 'mornings 'When'
I went to see him on his :f'-a:rm;
while we gu~zled rum and orange
juice, he would explain tlllif he
hadn't had time to bring the subject up.
Monday mornings about 10
a.m. always found me staggering
up the road, softly humming to
myself, superficially happy but
with a growing sense of frust1•ation.
It began to get a little discouraging. Things conspired to
irritate the hell out of me or
break my heart.
Sophisticated Noses
One terrible thing began to
happen with clock-like regularity.
Every time I opened a can of sardines or tuna fish for dinner,
about five minutes later I could
expect the arrival of the little
kids I knew. There was something
about the smell of the fish that
drew them in from the streets.
They were literally starving for
protein and they had the highly
sophisticated noses of hunting
animals.
They would stand in the door
of the kitchen watching me fix
dinner, and during these moments
they never spoke. I would share
a can of tuna fish with themhalf a can for me, a mouthful
for each of them-but after they
left I was always trembling with
a rage that seemed to be directed
at the whole world.
Another thing happened that
cinched everything.
Coffee Companions
I had become friendly with a
farm family who ran a little cafe
out on the road where the buses
stopped. I was always afraid to
eat there as some of the dishes
were pretty wild looking, but I
. used to go down almost every day
for a cup of coffee and talk with
the farmer or his sons.
One morning I was sitting
around waiting for a bus to take
me down to the next village when
one of the farmer's sons and his
wife sat down by me. She was
holding a baby in her arms who
was dying of pneumonia, and I
sat there listening to that unbearable gasping struggle for
breath while the family calmly
gathered around the child and
watched. Only the mother seemed
. to be upset.
Dying Baby
From the road, through the

Poet To Read
Dr. Kenneth Hopkins, the noted
British poet, now at Southern
Illinois University will read selections from his poetry this Friday,
Nov. 18 at 8:00 p.m. in the Kiva .
The readin.sr is jointly sponsored
by THUNDERBIRD and the English department.

listen to KUNM
90.1 Mcs.

low-Cost Unpainted Furniture
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ban11na trees,· I p(mld hear the
bus coming, h~dirtg for Quininde.
I wa's sure th·at'th¢yiwere waiting
for the bus to' rq1:1h the baby to a
doctor, but as .the .bus came closer
and finally into sight they made
no move. And suddenly, using
the most beautiful Spanish of my
life, completely out of control, I
was screaming at them, "Your
baby's going to die; you've got to
get him to a doctor. Now Now."
The young mother began to
pant; her husband looked to his
father who simply nodded his
head without saying anything,
and the young couple ran down to
the road and stopped the bus.
Drinks and Dignity
When I got back that night
they told me that the baby was
dead.
The next afternoon I was about
a mile from town buying some
pineapples from a small farmer
-just past the graveyard. As I
was coming back I met the funera] procession, the toy-like
coffin, painted in white and
sprinkled with a silver dust, being negligently packed on a farmer's shoulder.
Behind him and strung out for
a hundred yards, the family and
their friends followed. The men
carried bottles of taigo, stumbling
and reeling in the mud of the
trail, But while they advanced
with a sort of dignity, the1·e was
also something slap-stick about it.
Some of them stopped to offer me
a drink.
Death Statistics
The statistics, of course, I
knew-that in the country areas
three out of five babies die before their third year. And I was
also aware of the Catholic philosophy which makes these deaths
bearable to the country people.
They hold the profound belief
that when a baby dies, it dies in
a state of grace, and flies directly to heaven.
Within this framework then,
the death of a child is something
to celebrate; he has been released
without sin from a life of suffer-

ing and poverty to become one of
God's angels.
Obscene Calm
But knowing all this, I still
could not accept it. Two mo1·nings
later, drinking coffee in the same
little open air cafe and once more
waiting for a bus, I had to leave
and stand in a drizzle of rain to
avoid seeing another baby die.
The calmness with which they
accepted his death was obscene to
me.
I began to develop a grudge
against the town and make wild
generalizations in my mind about
the town and the people in it. By
the end of the second week I had
pretty much decided that I really
didn't like the people and that it
would be impossible to work with
them.
Straightening Out
What I was going to do in that
unrewarding s·pot for 18 more
months was a question thatwhen seriously faced - sent me
reeling into a depression. I locked
myself in my room for about
three days and read Ian Fleming
novels and d1·ank about five gallons of coffee, I held my breath
until they went away.
Well, I got straightened out,
but it took a little time: it took
at least a month. And I write
about this experience now not because it was particularly interesting, but because it is so typical
of a volunteer's reactions to a
strange culture. It is a hard and
unpleasant time, and I think a!-

XMAS CARDS
Come In ond select your Christmas
Cards from our outstanding albums.
Personal allention given every order.
Our store offers the largest selection
of Hallmark Cards In this area.

GRESHAM'S house of Hallmark

most all volunteers at one time or
another go through it.

Taking your

M.R.S.?

Do your
•
cramming
with

MODERN

BRIDE

From previews of the newest bridal
and trousseau fashions to exciting
plans for an off·season European
honeymoon, Modern Bride is the mod·
ern guide to large and small weddings,
firsHome furnishings, post-nuptial
entertaining, and the planning that
makes perfect - before, during and
after. See for yourself in the current
issue of Modern Bride.
JUST 75¢-ASK ABOUT THE SPECIAL

HALF·PRICE STUDENT SUBSCRIPTION RATE

3501 Lomas NE

AVAILABLE THROUGH COLLEGE BOOKSTORES!

THE VETERANS ADMINISTRATION
"BUILDERS OF TOMORROW'S HOSPITALS TODAY"
With a 90 million dollar annual program of
new construction and major modernization projects.
------~0--------

V. A. REPRESENTATIVES WILL INTERVIEW AT
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 16,1966
ENGINEERS (Civil, Electrical, & Mechanical)
and ARCHITECTS .••
• ••. For Planning, Design, and Management Engineerig Positions in Washington, D.C.

·.. t

i..r;"'"~~.i~ tt-~::RE-DECORATE
That Roo11 Now-T~e Low Cost Way
DECORATING SERVICE

FREEl

Decorating
(}enter
PHONE
5400 MENAUL NE 255·1.701
I',

J

'

'

i
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•

ENGINEERS (Civil, Electrical, or Mechanical)
.••• For Construction Supervision and Hospital Maintenance Engineering positions at
man locations, nationwide.

---------0--~----See Placement Office far literature end interview schedule ••• Equality in Employment for these
Federal Career positions •• , U.S. Citizenship required . , , Experienced personnel also s~ught for similar
positions in Washington, O,C,, and a few other locations • , • Come and learn about advancement prospects

BEYOND the Initial entry salary of $644 for the B or better average students on !he Bathelor's level.
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Soccer Tearn Overwhelms Santa ,Fe -1913 .
bined for seven more goals while players from their more experiOpening Minutes Close
four forwards figured in the
enced teammates. At the :;;arne
The match was close for about Beyer chipped in with one to run time there is such a strong win·
scoring for the Wolfpack. The
big surprise was probably the seven minutes as the score read the final score to 19-S.
The beautiful footwork of Sel- ning spirit that each player is
outstanding play of :forward John 4-2 with about 38 Jllinutes to, go
· ·visibly upset when he makes a
Beyer who scored three goals and in the first half. · Ben Serpas ahvarzi and Trapani highlighted mistake, J.>ilt only until the play
made two fine assists, Before the scored the first two goals for the the second half as each broke comes his WilY again and then he
game only one goal had been Lobos as they took _a 2·1 lllad. down the middle on long dribbles is thinking positive again, The
scored by a U.S. ·player in the Coach FraJik Papcey was plead- for scores.
The greatest thing about the teamworlt. and confidence in each
history of UNM soccer~that was . ing with Serpas to kick with his
othe•· tllat the Lobos display
right foot as he is so str~ng with UNM soccer team is the attitude makes the sport beautiful to
by Beyer also.
his left that he almost sends the that prevails. On the field there wntch.
is friendly advice for the U.S.
ball into orbit,
After Santa Fe got its second
goal the Lobos broke loose and
scored six straight points while
holding the College without a
goal. Victor Adegunleye, Ali Selahvarzi, and Cesare Trapani
EDITOR JEFF DENNARD
scored for the Lohos and the halftime score was 10-2.
Adegunleye Opens Scoring
Adegunleye started the scoring in the second half with an
The surprise that the Lobos
. The UNM cross country team
outside right goal after a pass
needed
to defend their title was
from Beyer. The Santa Feans came through again when the
Web
Lcudat,
who ran his best
then scored their final goal on a chips were down to win its secrace of the season to place third
penalty kick and the Lobos were
off to the races. Selahvarzi and ond straight conference title and in the standings. He was closely
Trapani did most of the damage its fourth straight individual followed by Adrian DeWindt, who
from there on as the two com- crown in the championship meet ran fourth and gave the Lobos
at Tempe, Ariz. Saturday morn- the necessary men in the lowthe field goal tying up the game
(Continued from page 1)
scoring front pack.
ing,
ball when he attempted to pass 6-6,
The two other Lobos who fig.
The Lobos scored 52 points to
Aggies Score Twice
on the first down and lost twelve
beat
favored
Arizona
by
si~
as
ured
in the scoring were Mike
The Aggies had the ball twice
yards. Inspired, the Lobo front
the
Wildcats
amassed
58.
Arizona
in
the
half
and
they
cashed
more
Thornton who finished 20th and
line nea:rly contained Bohl on his
State was third and Utah fourth.
first rushing attempt as they gave in on its possession both times
Pete DiOrio who finished 24th.
. The Utes were followed by BYU
only a yard. Bohl tried again but tearing apart the Lobo line and
and Wyoming in that order.
met disaster as the Lobos swarm- :riddling the sagging pass defense
TRANSMISSION
George Scott won his second
ed him down back on the Aggie 5. of UNM, for two sustained drives
By JEFF DENNARD
that
each
netted
a
score.
The
half
title
winning
the
fourindividual
OVERHAUL
Punt Return
No pass defense, an ineffectual mile race in 21:51.5. In winning
ended
with
the
Aggies
leading
UNM safety John Pautch
offense, a 31-0 defeat--and this the title for the second straight
caught Roy Gerala's punt on the 20-6.
isn't even the team you're prob- time Scott avenged his earlier
In
the
second
half,
the
Lobos
run at the Lobo 45 and returned
ably thinking about. If the out- defeat over the sanne course
managed
their
only
sustained
TOTAL LABOlt
it to the Aggie 28. Beitler and
come of the above mentioned footf'l.US
Bradford combined to run the ball drive for a touchdown. The drive ball game sounds like the regular earlier in the season when Lou
started
the
second
time
the
Lobos
Scott
of
ASU
and
an
Oregon
down to the Aggie 13 where the
weekend contest our Lobos play
TERMS
drive fizzled. Seiders kicked a field got their hands on the ball at the that's because it was similar in runner both beat George.
NO
UNM 38. The Aggies had -driven
goal and UNM led 8-0.
MONEY
many ways.
52
yards
in
three
plays
just
before
From then on, things just got
DOWN
The game was between the
worse. Bob! and Olivas combined the Lobo touchdown drive started LOBOS of the newspaper's staff
Prescriptions filled
NATIONWIDE GUAIIANTE!:
with big plays from fullback Doug and scored to lead UNM 27-6. The and the student senate. The staff
Lobos
passed
only
three
times
in
Free
GIQsses Adjustment
Dalton and end Joe Catalina to
5 95
looked worse than the Lobos have
Repair SeNice
drive 64 yards in only eight plays the next fifteen plays but slammed in any of their losses because they
repeatedly
off
left
tackle
to
march
Complete
Assortment of frames
Rt'fllOW: oil ~. in.~ tn:.utnisWon,
for the T.D. On the next series 62 yards for the score. A two· were up against a lesser opponent.
CO!Jtplete ~wstmenrs, deon ~
Filled to Your Pre$Criplions
rw:w f»" ogcdet. new fluid, toad- mt,
the Lobos managed a first down point conversion attempt failed as But credit must be given to the
PIU:SCRIPTION SUNGLASSES
but were forced to punt at the
AUTOMATIC
Romans missed scoring around senators who came up with five
UNM 41.
CASEY OPTICAL
touchdown passes.
right end by inches.
TBANSMISSIOIIS
Next lo Your Drug Store
Bohl tried the right end on the
Staff Backfield Lacking
Defense Lost
'J'BOB& 243·9'2"1a
first play from scrimmage but
<1312 Lomo~ NE
255-6329
2106 CENTBAL S.E.
The entire blame for the loss
If the Lobo offensive had temfumbled and lost tlle ball to porarily found itself, the UNM must lie with the staff's backfield
Pautch. The Lobos managed to defensive lost itself for good in both offensively and defensively.
capitalize on the fumble and the second half. Olivas discovered The staff line did a good job of
marched 61 yards in five plays that it was practically impossible containing the runs, but senate
before Seiders was again called not to complete a pass against pass receivers had no trouble getin for a field goal. Seiders kicked the confused, out-run, and out- ting behind the defensive secondary to catch the long bomb.
witted Lobo secondary.
The senators showed that they
Olivas then tossed three touchdown passes and wound up the are more active on the field than
Aggie scoring by sending :Bohl to on the floor of the senate as they
scamper 35 yards up the middle easily contained the staffer's
blagh offense. The staff had only
for the score.
The smallest attendance for any two things to cheer about in the
home game since University Sta- entire game, one was a fifteen
dium was built, 12,272, left many yard penalty for their longest
The UNM freshman football UNM officials wondering how they gain of the day and the other was
team finished the season on a high were going to meet the guaranteed the end of the game when the innote as they defeated West Texas Aggie slice of the gate. And as sult was finally over.
State's frosh squad 35-22 at Can- Lobo second string quarterback
Senators Rubbed It In
At last count, we had more than 31800 newsyon Saturday afternoon to give Doug Hendrick passed incomplete
The closest thing to a true conpaper
editors on our .list of subscribers to The
the Wolfpups their finest season to end Jon Caffey, to finish the test came when the game ended
Christian
Science Monitor. Editors from all
since 1959.
game, many of those 12,272 who and the senators attacked the
over the world.
With Frank Vainisi's passing remained to the last found them- staffers again, this time with
There is a good reason why these "pros" read
doing most of the damage, the selves looking hopefully across water balloons and shaving cream.
the Monitor: the Monitor is the world's only
'Pups took a 28-14 lead into the the street to the brand new bas- The staff retaliated by taking the
daily international newspaper. Unlike local
locker room at the half. The ketball gym that gleamed with shaving cream away from the
Pups' scores came on two passes promise in the slanting rays of senators and dousing them with
papers, the Monitor focuses exclusively on
from Vainisi to halfback Rick the Western sun.
their own poison.
world news- the important news.
Matthes, a recovery of a blocked
The Monitor selects the news it considers
punt, and a three-yard run by
most
significant and reports it, interprets it,
Rick Degulis.
analyzes
it- in depth. It takes you further into
The NM fresh finished their
the news than any local paper ean.
scoring in the third period on a
If this is the kind of paper you would like to
46-yard run By Kevin Smith. Gil
be reading, we will send it to you right away at
Lopez had five points in the game
half the regular price of $24.00 a year.
aU via kicking extra points.
The Wolfpups ended their sea·
Clip the coupon. Find out why newspaperson with a 2·2 mark while the
men
~hem~lves read ~he Monitor - and why
WTS frosh loss pushed their recthey mvartably name 1t as one of the five best
ord to 0-3 •
papers in the world.

Vol. VO ·

By JEFF DENNARD
The UNM soccer team wa11 no
match for the outmanned Collegfi!
Qf Santa Fe squad in the game
played Saturday afternoon in the
st<tte capital.
The Lobos won their eighth
straight game of the season to
continue their unbeaten wayS\.
The final scQre was 19-3 as all
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Wolfpack l-larriers Take
Second Conference Title

INTERESTED STUDENTS gathered ~f11re the meetir11: to hand
literature tllld eX}lress their opiniof!s on the draft pro,pol:lals .
to faculty member~>, Several studenlll later tbreatcru:d to lay
d1Jwn and bll.lclt the doorways if the faculty wouldn't"let the students partieipate.
·
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A FACULTY llfEMUER hurries pass .the line of students on f1is
wny into the nleeting. Students formed thl' line so that the faculty
members would have to pass them to get into the meeting.
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By BOB STOHEY
should stay and sec this thing turned over to the Student AfTh!l UNM faculty voted ye;s- out arc a$ked to stay," Thompson fairs Committee." Lavender said
terday afte1·noon during their said. About 15 11f the :forty re- that the rnotion was to turn the
mained and several of those rn- resoluti"ons over to th ~ mm"tte ·
"
1
e
reguhu· meeting to continue the maining went fo~· materials to
to allow them to set eup..,oan {)}leu
pr.aetice of excluding $t11dents and make signs.
:fot•um for students Qn the dt•aft. .
the preas from l;heir meetings, but
.Lavender Reports
Both motions passed by large
they also voted to turn the conDean of Studentl!, Hat·old Lav- majorities.
trovetsy of the UNM AAUP· end!lr left the meeting early to
Both Lavende~ and the SDS
sponsored dt•aft ;re.~~p~utions to the ·!'?Port what had .happened in- representatives exp;rcs!led hope
• ·
· '.
,side. !'The faculty has taken ac- that the faculty move represented
Student Affairs Committee t.:l , tion on two motions, In the ft1·st the beginning o:f a student-faculty
sponsor an open forum fot• atu- motion, 'faculty meetings will con· dialogue. "I think the importance
de~ts. lt.
• th
..
tinue to l"emain closed to stu- here is the faculty recognition of·
acu Y ente~·1ng · e meetmg
dents.
the students' interest, and allow·
were
greeted
by
about
forty
stuAf
•
.
·
tl1cm a ch ance to voice the1r
·
dents demonstrating and carry. ter Lnve~de1 talked to the mg
ing a sign saying, "Support Open ffiOJ.!P they qu1~tly left the halls. opinionr.." said Phil Nicholson.
Faculty Meetings," and "UniverTh1s only hrmgs t~c x:roblem
Called "Big Victory"
sity is Faculty and Students." De- of student ,,iae.ulty 1 elat!on~, to
"It was a big victory for the
monstrators were also distribut- the surf~ce, N!Cl10lson sa1d, ~ut students in that we got the facing copies of a letter addressed ther~ Will ~~~ve to be a s.olut10n u!ty to change their agenda in
to President Popejoy asking fac- worked out. Lave.ndcr sa1d .that consideration of our wishes," he
ulty meetings to be openec.
the Student Affmrs Comm1ttee said.
Wanted In to !Ueeting
would me~t bcfOI'e the next fac"What we would really like to
Spokestnt>n fOl' the group said ulty mee~IUg a~!d P111!1 sonte pro- sec is an open referendum on the
tlu~ot t11ey wantl.'d into the meeting gram fol the Icsolubons.
draft," Thompson said. "If the
because the draft resolutions were
Resolution Gin•n to Students
faculty comes up with anythinJt,
to be discussed. "Wc feel that a
"However," Lavender said, "the anything at all that affects us we
situation where the fnculty is dis- resolutions on the draft have been should he allowed to vote on it."
cussing something which directly --~~~-~-~··· ------~-~-~----· -- --~--~-.----- -~-~·· ~---

affects the students we should be
nllowed to hear," one of then\
said.
"We don't want into every faculty meeting but they are discuss·
ing the .ri!oolutiona on the draft
and we -want tb·· beaT what they
have to -:~tty, after all we arc the
ones Wlto are going to Viet Nam
not them, it .atreerht us not them,"
one said.
The meeting room, 101 o£
1\IitcheU Hall, Willi crowded with
over 200 faculty and large groups
of !ltur!~nts lined tile walls outside
the room. LOBO photographer
Bob Pawley, who tried to enter
the room to take a picture, was
politely but firmly escorted from
the t•oom.
Vote OVI'rhcard
'rhe meeting progressed about
20 minutes when students ovei·heard the no vote on allowing
students into the meeting. Chandler Thom)Json o£ the Students
¥'or a Democratic Society called
the group to him and said, "We
ha-ve been stepped on by the Fac·
ulty."
"They have stepped on us in
spirit by not rec:ogrJizing our interest in these dt•aft resolutions,"
he said. "If they feel that way
then I think they should have to
step on us literally."
The group planned to stage a
lie-in in front of the doors of the
meeting rooni at the end o£ the
meeting. "Those o£ you who have
the moral conviction that who

EE Lecture
--·~

.

DEAN LA VENDER emerges from the faculty meeting to inform
students that the faculty had referred the draft proposals to the
Student All'airs Committee in order to have a student forum on
the controversial proposals.

Prof. Raj Mitt1•a of the University of Illinois will speak in the
Electrical Engineering Building
Dec. 8 on "Fundamental Aspects
of Holography with Microwaves
and Coherent Optics."

Memo Details Poetry Veto
Associated Students President
Dan Dennison has explained in a
ntemo to the Student Senate his
:reasons for vetoing the poetryreading bill passed by Senate last
Wednesday.
The ptlrpot!e of the bill was to
have the Englillh dep-trtment and
the UNM literary m•gazine, the
'rHUNDERBtRD, co • sponsor
speaking engagements for some
outstanding poets in the country.
$560 was allocated lor the project.
Denni110n gave the following
reason!! for hill veto of the neatly

u11animous senate passage of the
bill (Senator Marci Bowman cast
the lone dissenting vote) : 1.)
These requests should have been
included in the. budget for the
THUNDERBIRD or should have
been referred b> Speakers Com•
mittee. 2.) Prize money hns already been allocated to the
THUNDERBIRD.
Only two
months of the school year have
passed, but the present budget
must cover the next seven-month
period. Any spending by senate
should be considered in this light,

a.)

he said. 4.) THUNDERBIRD did
not properly coordinate this pro·
gram with Publications Board,
Dennison added.
Senator Baker Morrow, who introduced the bill, told the LOBO
last night that "I will have to
discuss the question with Dan
(Dennison) before I consider reintroducing the bill.'' He added
that Dennison bad some valid
reasons for his veto, btit that he
would nevertheless like to see
UNM have the o))portunity to
have these poets speak on campus.

Durrie Reveals
Action Taken'
The majority of the faculty was
strongly in favot· of keeping the
faculty meetings closed to both
the students and the press, the
LOBO was told by John N. Our·
ric in an i11terview last night.
Dm•rie said that it was definitely
confirmed that the University
fnculty meeting would not be
open to anyone except faculty
memhers.
Durde said that it was brought
up by the faculty that at present
there are nine committees, consisting of both students and faculty members. J'o'ive of these comnnittces are standing committees
and four of the committees are
student constitutional committees. Durrie said that these committees are given plenty of op-

pot·tunity to express their ideas
and opinions. Five of these committees, he said, can if they wish
report back to the faculty.
Students Have Voice
Durrie said that it was brought
up also that the main purpose
for referring a resolution on the
draft to student affairs committee was that by doing this students would have a voice in the
discussions. Since the question
would be brought before an open
forum, students would have more
of an opportunity to speak openly
on the issue and express their
ideas and views, Durrie said.
Durrie also said that the student affairs committee in asking
for opinion on the question, as(Contnued on page 3)

LOBO
Football Conlesf
WIN" TICKETS TO DON PANCHO'S
ART THEATER
Arizona State
Wyoming
BYU
Utah State
Utah
Arizona
Iowa State
Total Points UNM vs. Arizona State

New Mexico

Cont•t rule!
1. Contat ls open to UNM students only,
2. Only ONE. entry wlil be aecepb!d :from each tontefltant and Every j!allle
muat be picked.
3. Contatants rnuat pick total points Oil tiNK ll'an>e and In eaae of & tie
the conteotant oornlnll' cfoj ..t will be declared the winner.
~. E11trle11 muat be recelvOd at the Lobo oftlce b:r e p.m. Friday.
1;. !!o member ot Student Publications Ill ellll'lble tor prlus.
6. Winner will receive four tickets for the football season to Don Pancho'•
Theater.
7. E:ntri• wilt be Jukfll bt tlte Lo'bo oJ>Ort. slaiP.
a tn c..e of tiei the pti- wilt be dlvlclfd amo1111: tile wtnneril.
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